
Better Data
Better Decisions
Better Grain

LEADING THE POST-HARVEST DATA REVOLUTION

Have any questions or ready to learn more? Our product experts are
ready to answer any questions or give you a personal software

demonstration. No cost. No commitment.

www.TeleSense.com  |  info@TeleSense.com  |  +1 833-472-4600

TRUSTED BY GRAIN EXPERTS
ALL OVER THE WORLD. As a grain storage manager, you make hundreds of important decisions every day. When

do I turn on my fans? Which bins should I sell first? What should I do about  hotspots?
TeleSense's sensors gather data from stored grain, and our software provides you with
insight to make those decisions easier, faster, and more profitable. 



Sensors

Buffalo Box SensorBalls SensorSpears

The TeleSense App

Software

Tired of manually checking your
temperature cables? The Buffalo
enhances  your existing cable system by
making it wireless. Imagine all of your
current cable readings in one location,
and automatic alerts if one of them starts  
getting warm. It's easy to install, plugs
directly into your existing cable box, and
gives you access to all of the advanced
capabilities of the GrainSafe App.

These temperature and moisture sensors
enable monitoring in unique storage
situations. Just throw them into your flat
storage, bunkers, silos, or barges, and
start gathering data for 18-36 months
before having to change the battery. 
Their small diameter of 3.7 inches make
them easy to handle and deploy. 

SensorSpears make it possible to
finally monitor grain bags, piles, flat
storage, and bunkers. They come in
multiple sizes to ensure that they
adequately measure the interior of the
grain mass. They can also be used for
barges, rail cars, and trailers. With the
TeleSense SensorSpears, you can
finally prevent spoilage anywhere. 

The TeleSense app is your TeleSense command center. It's the easiest  and most effective way to make sure
your grain is safe. A quick glance at the intuitively designed  interface will immediately tell you if anything is
wrong with your stored grain. No more probing,  no more dealing with cables, no more worrying about
spoilage. Spend your time  on more important things. 
 
With the TeleSense app, you can also go back and view your grain's entire history and analyze trends. Based
on grain quality, you can find out how much you need to dry your grain, when's the best time to sell your
grain, and even know if one of your bins is consistently giving you trouble. The power to analyze your
historical storage data is the power to make better decisions.

Grain is at its peak quality on the day it goes into storage. From there quality can only decrease, and it will
inevitably spoil if it is not properly stored. TeleSense's suite of advanced sensors detect if your grain is

properly stored, and help you to make decisions to prevent quality degradation.

200+ $150,000 68
Satisfied TeleSense

customers
Fuel savings for 1m

bushels of soybeans*
Countries with GSM

network access

10,000+
Sensors currently

deployed in the field

*Based on 1% dry-down costs at
Heartland Co-op in June 2019.

5
Continents where
TeleSense is used

48
Months until you must

change SensorBall battery


